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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], the asymptotic equivalence of nonlinear systems was investigated 
using a variant of the classical variation of constants formula introduced by 
Alekseev [2]. Using similar techniques and hypotheses, we prove here a 
general theorem concerning the topological equivalence on half lines of 
general nonlinear systems. As a corollary to this theorem, we obtain a known 
result on the diffeomorphic equivalence of linear systems. A simple nonlinear 
example is given to illustrate the application of the general theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let 01 be a real number and Q be a region of (real) n-space R, . We shall 
consider two systems of differential equations 
x’ =f(t, x) (1) 
Y’ =f(h Y) + La Y) (2) 
where .?c and y are n-vectors and in [ 01, co) x Q, f and g are continuous, and f 
is continuously differentiable in x. Throughout this work, x(t, t, , CZ,,) and 
y(t, t,, , y,,) will denote unique solutions of (1) and (2), respectively, satisfying 
x(tO , to, x,,) = x0 andy(t, , tOI yO) = y,, , and @(t, t, , x0) will denote the funda- 
mental matrix solution of the variational equation X’ = f%(t, x(t, t, , x0)) X 
such that @(to , t, , x,,) is the identity matrix. We recall that 
* Work supported by the U.S. Army Research Office (Durham). 
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and that 
We assume that for arbitrary t,, >, cz and s,, E Q the solution x(t, t,, , x,,) of (1) 
exists for t satisfying OL < t < t,, and has values in Q. This, of course, implies 
that the corresponding matrix solution @(t, t, , x0) exists in the same cir- 
cumstances. We assume that there exists a subregion 9 of Q such that for 
arbitrary c E 9 and t, > (Y, the solution x(t, t, , c) of (1) exists on the half line 
01 < t < co and has values in Q. Moreover, we assume that there exists a 
uniform Lipschitz constant L for this collection of solutions satisfying 
I 44 to 9 Cl) - x(6 to*, 2 c >I d L[l cl - c2 I + I to - to* I] for t > to , cl , 
c2 E 3 and to > to* > 0~. (Vertical bars denote any appropriate norms.) 
Finally we assume that there exists a positive constant d and a subregion 9* 
of 9 such that the forward tube (2 E Rn : 1 z - x(t, to , c)l < d for some t 3 to} 
about the solution x(t, to, c) lies in Q, provided c E 9 and to 3 01, and such 
that ZE%‘*, jz-cl<ddccE. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE OF (1) AND (2) 
Our purpose here is to prove the following result which establishes the 
topological equivalence of (1) and (2) on a half line t > 0~. Specifically, we 
show that under suitable circumstances there exist continuous transformations 
y = X(t, X) and x = Y(t, y) transforming solutions of (1) into (2) and of (2) 
into (I), respectively. For a fixed t, Y is the inverse of a restriction of x. 
THEOREM. Assume there exist positive functions J and A and a positive 
constant 0 < 1 such that: 
(i) ST 1 @(t, s, z(s))g(s, z(s))1 ds 6 J(t, T) < d/2, provided (Y < t < T 
and z(t) is continuous with values in Q; 
(ii) for any To > 01, J(t, T) --+ 0 as T + co uniformly in t for LX < t <z To; 
(iii) I @(t, s, 4g(s, 4 - @(t, s, z2)&, Gl G 46 s) I ZI - z2 I , pro- 
vided cy < t < s and x1 , z2 E Q, where Jf A(t, s) ds < 8. 
Then the following conclusion holds: 
(1) There exists a continuous function x(t, w) defined for t > ~1, w E 58 which 
reduces (1) to (2) on [a, CCI) x 2. SpeciJcally, whenever c E 9, t, > 01 and 
x(t, to, c) is the corresponding solution of (l), then y(t) = x(t, x(t, to, c)) is a 
solution of (2) so long us x(t, to , c) lies in 9. (These solutions exist for t 2 to .) 
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1jin addition to (i), (ii), and (iii) we also haae 
then the followiq conclusion holds: 
(II) There exists Q continuous function Y(t, z) dejined for t > OL, z E 9*, 
which reduces (2) to (1) on [ar, co) x .9*. Specifically, whenever b E 9*, t, 3 O( 
undy(t, t,, , b) is the corresponding solution of(2), then x(t) = Y(t, y(t, t,, , b)) 
is a solution of (1) so long as y(t, t, , b) lies in G8*. ForJixed t 3 OL, Y is the inverse 
of a restriction of x. 
Proof. (a) For (fixed, but arbitrary) ,6I > CK and c E 9, let x(t) = x(t, ,B, c) 
and let D = {z(t) : x(t) is continuous and satisfies 1 z(t) - x(t)/ < d for t > /3j. 
Then D is a complete metric space relative to the sup metric p. Define the 
transformation .7 of D by 
W4 (t) = 6) - 1; @(t, s, @)) g(s, 4s)) ds for ZED, tap. 
Then because of(i) (with T = t), Y(D) C D. From (iii) we have 
I ~(4 W - ~(4 WI < p(zl , z2) 
1 
‘p 44 4 ds < 44~~ , z2) for x1 , z2 E D 
and t >, 8, and so 5 is a contraction on D. Therefore it has a unique fixed 
point y in D which satisfies 
r(t) = x(t) - 1; @P, s, y(s)) g(s, Y(S)) ds (3) 
for t > t3. 
(b) We next show that any solution y of (3) in LS also satisfies the dif- 
ferential equation (2). It is easy to show that for T > /3 there exists a solution 
yTof the differential equation (2) on p < t < T satisfying yT(T) = x(T). In 
fact, yT is the solution on /3 < t < T of the (proper) integral equation 
(Alekseev formula) 
r?-(f) = 49 - s 1 @‘(t, s, Y&N ids, YT(S)) ds (4) 
and can be obtained as the unique fixed point of an appropriate contraction 
mapping. From (3) and (4) we readily obtain, 
I r(t) - YT WI G 1; I @(4 s9 Y(s))g(s,Yw)l h 
+ 1: I @( t, s, Y(S)) g(s, Y(S)) - @(4 6 Y?-(S)) g(s, YTW ds 
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and, upon using (i) and (iii), 
I u(t) - YTW d Jk T) + sup{/ Y(S) - ~~(41 :B < s d T) 1: 44 s) ds 
for /S < t < T. But then 
sup{1 y(t) - yT(t)l : p < t < T} < w for 
with J(t, T) + 0 as T + 00 (uniformly in t for fl < t < To), and so the 
solution y of (3) is the uniform limit (on compact subsets of 18, co)) of solu- 
tions yr of (2). Thus, any solution y of (3) in LS is also a solution of (2). 
(c) We now write (3) in a form which displays the appropriate parameter 
dependence of the solution. 
Yt3.eW = -44 83 4 - J-y WY s9 Y&C(S)) g(s* Ye.&)) fi!s 
(cd < j3 < t, c E 9). 
(5) 
For c1 , cs E D and PI > j3, > a, we have (using the preliminary assumptions) 
I “$t, Pl , Cl) - x(4 A , 4 <L[I Cl - cz I + I a - A II 
and so from (5), (i) and (iii) we obtain the inequality 
I Y6L.c,(t) - Ya,.c,Wl d JxI Cl - cz I + I PI - 88 II + Pb?31.q *Y&e*) 0 
for t 3 /I1 . Thus, 
P(Y6 l,e, Ys,.e,) G & I Cl - c-2 I + j+ I PI - B2 I (6) 
and so y,&t) in (5) is continuous in all variables. With /3 = t and c = w in 
(5), we define the continuous function x by 
x(4 4 = w - I- @(t> s, rt.wN) g(s, rt.&)> ds t (7) 
fort>olandwES?.Nowforanyt,>ocandcEg,wehave 
Yt.zkt,.cds) = rt&> for t, < t d s, 
since each member, when considered as a function of s, is a solution of (2) 
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and they are equal when s = t. Thus, upon substituting w = x(t, t, , c) for 
t 3 2, in (7), we obtain 
Xk .+, to , 4) = 4, to , 4 - j; @(4 sj yt,.c(s>) g(s, yt,.~(s>) ds 
which, in view of (5), implies that 
X(4 x(4 cl 9 4) = Yt,.eW 
so long as x(t, t,, , c) E 9. This completes the proof of conclusion (I). 
(d) In proving conclusion (II) we again consider Eq. (5). For t = /3 we 
obtain 
YB.e@) = z = c - j; @(h sv yB.c(S)) g(sy Y&c b)) ds (8) 
for j? 3 LY and c E 9. Using (iii) and (6), for any c, , c, E 523 and fi 3 01 we have 
1 j,” @(k? s, Yds)) g(s9 Y&&>) ds - j,” @@, s9 Y&&)) g(sa Ya.&) ds 1 
eL 
6- i-e I Cl - c2 I 3 
where BL/(l - 0) < $ by (iv), and using (i) we have 
s ‘m 4 
I @(B, s, y,es.c,W g(s> yo.e,W)I ds G $ . 
Using these it is now easy to show that for each fi > OL and each z E 9*, the 
right hand equality in (8) can be solved (uniquely) for c = Y(/3, a) E 9’ and 
that the solution is continuous in /3, z for /3 3 (Y and x E 33*. In fact, the 
sequence defined recursively by 
ci+1 = z + I m @(A s, YmW) & yo.ct(s)) 6 Cl = z 4 
converges (uniformly in /3, .a for /3 > a and z E S?*) to Y(/3, a), since 
I Ci+l - ci I G *e 
and 
I ci+1 - z I < I ci+1 - - ci I + ... + 1 c2 - cIl<d$<d 
j=l 
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for all i. Since yB,c is continuous in 8, c for /! > 01 and c E 53, it follows that 
Y(p, a) is continuous in /3, z for ,5? 3 OL and z E Q*. 
(e) Using the solution function Y, we may now write (8) in the form 
(with /3 = t) 
Yt.mt,z)(t) = x = t- s, Yt.Yct,z)(sN &, Yt.YJdSN ds (9) 
for t > 01 and z E g*. Now or tf 3 t, > 01 and b E L3*, we have from (9) 
(left hand equality with a = y(t, t, , b)), 
Yt.Ir(t,dt.tO.dt) = Y(4 to 3 b) 
so long as y(t, to ,6) E g*. Hence for any to > (Y and b E .53*, we have 
Y t.YJu(t.td t.t,.ds) = Y(S, to 9 b) for to<t<s 
since each member, when considered as a function of s, is a solution of (2) 
and they are equal when s = t. Thus upon substituting z = y(t) to, b) in 
(9) (right hand equality) we obtain 
Ytt, to 9 b) = Y(t, J’(t) to , b)) - j-y @(t, s, y(s) to , b)) g(s, y(s, to , b)) ds 
which is valid so long as y(t, to , b) E .5?*. In view of (5) (with /3 = to and 
c = Y((to , b)) we conclude that 
so long as y(t, to , b) E s*. Clearly for each fixed t 3 (Y, Y is the inverse of 
a restriction of x and this completes the proof of conclusion (II) and of the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let x’ = A(t) x be a linear system in R” for t > 0 all of 
whose solutions originating on [0, a) with intial norm 1 (say) exist and are 
umformly bounded on [0, CO). Then for any continuous matrix function G 
satisfying sr 1 G(t)1 dt < CO, the above system is (globally) da~eomorphically 
equivalent to the system y’ = (A(t) + G(t)) y on some half line t 3 01 2 0. 
In this case, we can take P = S@ = Q = R” and we know (by the hypotheses) 
that the principal matrix solution @ is uniformly bounded in norm (say by B) 
and does not depend upon the initial value x0 . Thus we can also take 
L = B, J(t> T) = B j-1 I WI 4 A(t, s) = BG(s) 
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and 8 and d any constants atisfying 0 < 0 < 1, I~B/( I - 0) < 4 and 0 < d. 
Choose OL = ~$8, d) 3 0 to satisfy ( ) i and (iii). Then the continuous functions 
X(t, w) and ?P(t, x) will be dejned for all w and z and t 3 OL and, for each jxed 
t > OL, will be inverses of each other. Moreover, in this case it is not d@cult to 
show that x and !P are continuously ds$erentiable (Eq. (5) is readily dzj%rentiated) 
and satisfy linear partial dt@rential equations, the characteristics of which are 
the solutions of the original ordinary d#erential equations. For example, ‘P 
satisfies 
g + g [f(t,4 fg(t, 41 =fP, yu> 
and the characteristic equations are 
wheref (t, z) = A(t) z andg(t, z) = B(t) z, in this case. (For a specific example, 
see [3].) 
4. A NONLINEAR EXAMPLE 




“t 0, 52 = (- 1, l), 9=(-g,&) and 9*=(-t,;). 
These regions, together with typical solutions of (10) are illustrated in the 
accompanying figure. We shall see that the preliminary assumptions hold 
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here with L = 1 and d = ) and we shall consider the solutions of a second 
scalar equation 
Y’ = -Y3 +r5 -t&!(t) (11) 
in the same regions and determine sufficient conditions on g(t) to validate the 
hypotheses of the theorem for the pair (lo), (11). 
Since (IO) is autonomous, its solutions may be written in the form 
x(t - t, , x,,), where x(0, x,,) = x0 . Hence the principal matrix solution 
satisfies 
CD’ = [- 3xyt - t, ) x0) + 5xyt - t, , a,)] @, @=l for t = t, 
and is given by 
@(t - t, , x0) = exp /lo [- 3x*(s - t, , x,,) + %?(s - t, , x0)] ds. (12) 
Now the polynomial h(x) = - 3x2 + 5.2” satisfies h(x) > - 3 for j x 1 < 1, 
and so from (12) we have 
1 @(t - t,, x,)1 < e(to-t)‘2 for 0 < t < t,, 15s 1 < 1. (13) 
Also, the polynomial h(x) satisfies h(x) < 0 for 1 x j < d/3/5and so from (12) 
we have 
1 @(t - t, ,x,)1 d 1 for 0 < t, d t, 1 “r, 1 < Q . 
Hence (using the mean value theorem) we obtain 
I”(t-t,,c,)--(t--t,,c*)l~Icl-c,I 
for 
0 < to d 4 Cl 9 c2 EC- 3 9 5). 
Using the mean value theorem again we also obtain from (lo), 
3 
/ x(t - t, ) c) - x(t - to*, c)] < I - c3 + c5 1 1 t,* - t, I < - 
32 
for 
to 2 to* 2 0, CE(-$,3). 
I to* - to 
Thus, we may take L = 1 and all the preliminary assumptions hold. 
Let g, and X be positive constants with h > 1 and assume that g(t) satisfies 
I &)I < go@’ for t > 0. (14) 
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Then for 0 < t < T and any continuous function z(t) with values in (- 1, l), 
we have from (13) and (14) 
I i” T 1 @(t - s, z(s))g(s)j ds <go j: e(s-t)!Q+ ds < fi e-(,\-t)T. 
Thus (ii) is satisfied with j((t, T) given by this last function. 
In order to establish (i), (iii), and (iv) we consider the derivative of @ with 
respect to x,, , which we denote by ax. . It satisfies 
@i. = [ - 3.q t - t, ) No) + 5x4(t - t, ) x0)] cr& 
+ [ - 6x(t - t, , x,,) + 20x3( t - t, , .I-,,)] P, 
ox0 = 0 for t = t, 
and is given by 
a$,(t - t, , x0) = @(t - t, ) X”) I :, [- 6x(s - t, , x0) + 2Ox3(s - t, , No)] 
x @(s - t, , x,,) ds. 
Now the polynomial K(x) = - 6x + 20x3 satisfies 1 k(x)1 < 14 for 1 x 1 < 1, 
and so from (13) and (15) we have 
I @& - t, , x,)l < 14e(‘o-Biz j” e(‘o-“)‘2 ds < 2@-‘) 
f 
for (16) 
0 < t < t, , I% < 1. 
Then for 0 < t < s and zr , za E (- 1, I), we have from (14) and (16) (using 
the mean value theorem), 
1 @(t - s, zl) g(s) - @(t - s, z2) g(s)\ < 28g,e-te-‘A-1)s I x1 - z2 I 
= A(& s) I JQ - 22 I , 
where 
I p A(t, s) ds = t 
Hence if we choose 0 to satisfy 0 < @/(I - 0) < 4 (i.e., 0 < 8 < +) then 
(iv) is satisfied and we can then choose 01 > 0 to satisfy (i) and (iii). Thus the 
theorem applies to the pair (IO), (11) whenever g satisfies (14). 
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